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the progress of Parliamentary enclosure/'1 and enclosure
by agreement " forms an appreciable addition to that dealt
with by Act/'2 The total area enclosed by agreement during
the eighteenth century has been reckoned at 8,000,000 acres.3
By 1815 the waste area of England was considerably reduced,
most of the cultivated land was enclosed and the enclosing
movement was rapidly declining.4^) By 1874 only 264,000
acres of common-field remained.5
and the	The enclosures of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
affected. affected mainly the same area, and took place " on a belt of
land narrow in the south-west and broad in the east and
north-east, extending from Somerset and Dorset, through
the Midlands and North Midlands to East Yorkshire, Lincoln
and Norfolk at the wider end/'6 Of the Enclosure Acts
between 1700 and.,1815, 1,141 were concerned with waste
only and brought over 1,500,000 acres into cultivation: the
other Acts effected the enclosure of about 4,000,000 acres
of common-field with some waste. Enclosure of the common
by Act was dominant in the eighteenth century but was
decreasing after 1801; enclosure of the waste was increasing
less rapidly in the eighteenth century, but became very
frequent between 1801 and 1815.7 To what extent enclosure
by agreement affected the common and the waste respect-
ively is not known.
The motives    \The motives for enclosure varied greatly from decade to
of enclosure: ^^^ an(j -from district to district.    The disadvantages
of the open-field system with its " long, narrow, winding or
1	Slater, op. cit., p. 74.
2	Conner, op. cit., p. 53.    In a footnote Professor Conner suggests
that " some such addition as 3 to 5 per cent, of the area enclosed
after 1750 might be made "—i.e., not more than about 260,000 acres.
This is very small compared with Dr. Slater's estimate.
In Nottinghamshire, whilst 133,000 acres were enclosed in the
eighteenth century by Act, 220,000 acres were enclosed otherwise
(Chambers, op. cit., p. 149); in Bedfordshire between 1742 and 1793
more was enclosed without an Act than with one; enclosure by
agreement was considerable in Norfchants (Slater, op. cit., p. 194);
and about 30 per cent, of Berkshire was enclosed without an Act
as late as the period after 1793 (ibid,, p. 238).
3	Dr. Slater in the Sociological Review, January, 1912, p. 64.
4	See Johnson, pp. ciL, p. 90.
5	Ibid., p. 94 n.	6 Conner, p. 123.
• 7 Johnson, op. cit,, p. 90, and Slater, op. cit., App. A, p. 266.

